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5 In Bems, Johnson, and Yi (2010, 2011) , we use a Leontief assumption to derive the same result from a global input-output accounting framework. This is a special case of the more general model in Bems and Johnson (2012) . 6 In the absence of value-added trade data, one might be tempted to use the ratio of gross exports to gross output in calibrating openness. This is not only wrong in theory, it is also troublesome in practice because it makes the economy and individual sectors look too closed. For example, the aggregate ratio of gross exports to gross output in China is 0.11, less than half the ratio of value-added exports to GDP. Although I focus on pure processing trade here, the core idea is more general. Micro-data indicate that export and import participation are highly correlated at the firm-level. Therefore, the imported input intensity of exporting firms is likely higher than that of the average firm in most countries. As in the case of processing trade, ignoring this fact (as standard input-output tables do) leads one to overestimate the domestic value-added content of exports. 
